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The software is easy to set up, reliable and compatible with iOS
and Android mobile devices.n In addition, it offers you a detailed
analysis of .n channels: how to use this or that channel, where to
send traffic and other information.n In this way , you can track
everything that happens on your channel, control its volume and
increase its number, as well as receive information about traffic,
the current state of the channel and the data that is transmitted to
the subscriber.n Cookies extension and message history will
automatically notify you of incoming and outgoing messages.n In
addition, it has many additional features, such as protection against
dangerous programs.n Channel usage statistics.n By connecting an
advanced channel, you will receive channel usage statistics that
will be displayed on the user profile, as well as outgoing and
incoming traffic statistics for the last 24 hours.n The report shows
how much traffic is consumed and on which communication
channels how many people are watching the video, the number of
audio messages, etc.n Antivirus software for iOS.n If you don't
want foreign software to infiltrate your system, install antivirus
software for iOS to protect your devices from a variety of
malware. The iOS app allows you to detect applications that are
not supported by the operating system, and then remove or block
them.n [object data="lpScanner" classid="clsid:D27CDB6EAE6D-11cf-96B8-444553540000" codebase=" â€³
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name=â€allowfullscreenâ€ value=â€trueâ€ /> n CMS, a
developer of flexible and standard web applications.n The
company provides rich opportunities for developing any web
projects (websites, portals, mobile applications, social networks,
web services) and providing their support in accordance with the
wishes of customers.n You can organize maintaining databases in
a single cloud, protecting them with a password, organizing
information storage on mobile devices. Applications built on CMS
(Core Container, Client-Side S
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